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Blame the Bakken? Is this the New Wild West? 
The Unconventional Oil & Gas Center Takes Investigative Look into North Dakota’s Crime Rate  

Houston, Texas (September 24, 2015) – Despite the oil and gas market downturn, North Dakota’s 

increased crime rates, sparked during the boom, show no signs of braking. Amid Slowdown, Bakken 

Drug Arrests, Violence Continue, uniquely offers details relevant to industry professionals. The article 

takes an investigative look at how the influx of highly-paid oilfield workers fueled tensions with local 

residents, the crimes that followed, and why the chaos remains.  

 

“Limited opportunities for spending their income have created a market for drugs,” said Montana U.S. 

Attorney Michael Cotter in Congressional testimony. “The crime in the Bakken is not just a Montana 

problem or a North Dakota problem. It is truly a regional problem.” 

 

Readers can find this story exclusively on the Unconventional Oil & Gas Center (UGCenter.com). 

Subscribers have access to in-depth coverage of all major shale plays, produced by Hart Energy’s 

award-winning editors. 

 

The Unconventional Oil & Gas Center provides much more than the industry perspective on current 

headlines. Its chief feature is technical and financial intelligence for investment and operational 

decisions.  

 

This unique digital information channel provides:  

 breaking news, operator highlights and key developments 

 exploration highlights database and special reports on emerging plays 

 access to quarterly play reports and application-specific techbooks 

 exclusive access to DUG conference videos and presentations 

 operator & service company profiles (with asset details and contact information) 

 Texas drilling permits database with user-configured alerts 

The Unconventional Oil & Gas Center remains the energy industry’s trusted source for information 

about oil and gas unconventional plays. For more news and data, visit UGCenter.com 

 

About Hart Energy 

For more than 40 years, Hart Energy editors and experts have delivered market-leading insights to 

investors and energy industry professionals. The Houston-based company produces award-winning 

magazines (such as Oil and Gas Investor, E&P and Midstream Business); online news and data 

services; in-depth industry conferences (like the DUG™ series); GIS data sets and mapping solutions; 

and a range of research and consulting services.  For information, visit hartenergy.com. 
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